Abstract
Hummingbirds present a unique case of convergent evolution with larger insects and they offer many features to consider when designing miniature autonomous vehicles. Hummingbirds are the only birds that can sustain hovering. To accomplish hovering, they utilize unsteady mechanisms including delayed-stall and rotational circulation at the ends of half-strokes. They have proportionally huge pectoralis and supracoracoideus flight muscles which undergo smaller strains typical of insects rather than other birds. The anatomy of their wing skeleton, with a short, highly-adducted humerus, permits them to use high wing beat frequencies typical of insects with strain rates in their muscles that are nonetheless similar to those of other birds. New three-dimensional skeletal kinematics reveal that wing supination during upstroke is accomplished primarily via supination of the handwing, but aerodynamic or inertial loading of the flight feathers also contributes significantly to dynamic wing posture. Hummingbirds are also adept at fast forward flight, and some species migrate long distances. A key feature of this behavior is that they arrest circulation on the wing during upstroke to circumvent negative thrust. Contrasting with other birds, hummingbirds do not flex their wings during upstroke of forward flight, nor do they regularly use intermittent flight.
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